Grade 2
DATE
16/4, 17/4,
18/4

HOME ACTIVITY (slot-2)
ENGLISH

HINDI

EXTRA PRACTICE (CH-1)

23/4, 24/4,
25/4

 Do worksheet 1 (circle the
special noun) in NB
 Worksheet 2 (change the
gender) in NB
 Worksheet 3 (rewrite the
sentences using capital
letters ) in NB

TEXTBOOK (CH- 2)
 Do pg. 23 in TB (let’s go)
 Read the poem loudly
twice (pg.24)
 Write and learn the given
key words in NB twice pretty, awfully, elbow,
practically, impossible,
spine, gross, realised

TEXTBOOK (CH-2)
 Learn words to know (pg.
24)
 Do in NB A bit, answer these
questions, pg. 25 (READ)
 Do in TB B bit , pg.25

27/4, 28/4,
29/4, 30/4

TEXTBOOK (CH-2)
 Do in NB C bit, pg. 25
(think and answer)
 Do in TB pg 26
(APPRECIATION)
 Do the following question
in NB (how do you feel
when you brush your
teeth or take a bath?
why?)

TEXTBOOK (CH-2)

REVISION

NOTE- refer next page for
worksheets
20/4, 21/4,
22/4

MATH

EVS
REVISE AND PRACTICE (CH-1)

 Write and practice swar
and vyanjan in NB(one
time)
 Write any 5 opposites of
your own in NB (vilom
shabd)
 Write any 5 names of
the colours of your own
in NB (rango ke naam)

 Revise and do pg.
29,30,31 (adding 2 digit
number without
regrouping)

 Write and learn the names
of external organs (refer
pg. 10 from TB)
 Write and learn the names
of internal organs (refer pg.
12 from TB)
 Write and learn names of
sense organs (refer from
pg. 11 from tb)

 Write Barahkadi for
vyanjan in NB

TEXTBOOK (CH-2)

TEXTBOOK ( CH-3)

TEXTBOOK (CH-1)
 Read TB CH-1 and tell
the story to your parents
in hindi bhasha only
 Do in TB pg. 12
 Do in TB pg. 16 (bhasha
se) Q.1 & Q.2


[please complete the activity given below with your parents]

Write two or three
letter words for
complete swar and
vyanjan in NB

 Revise and do pg. 32,33
( adding with
regrouping)

TEXTBOOK ( CH-2)

TEXTBOOK ( CH-3)



 Read from TB pg 23 ( did you
know) and (let’s recall) 2
times
 Learn (words to know) from
TB pg. 23
 Write and learn A bit in NB
from TB pg. 23(answer the
following questions ) Q.1,
Q.2
 Write and learn A bit in NB
from TB pg. 24 (answer the
following questions ) Q.3 Q.4

TEXTBOOK (CH-2)

Revise and do pg. 34
(finding combination of
10 to add)

 Write the names of any 5
zoo animals in NB(chidiya
ghar)
 Read ch-2 twice
 Do in TB pg. 26
 Do in NB from TB pg. 27
(bhasha se)
 Write two or three letter
words with all the matras
in NB
TEXTBOOK (CH-3)
 Read pg. 32, 33 and 34
loudly 3 times.
 Discuss the lesson with
your parents in hindi
bhasha only
 Do in TB pg. 35 Q. 3
(padhte likhte)
 Do in TB pg. 36 (bhasha
se)

 Read Healthy Habits 2
times
 Learn and write in NB 2
times key words
(shampoo, flush, regular,
handkerchief, cough,
sneeze, posture)

TEXTBOOK ( CH-2)

TEXTBOOK ( CH-3)





Revise and do pg. 35,36
(adding three 2 digit
numbers with
regrouping)
 Revise and do pg. 37,39
,41 (story sums)
 Revise and do pg. 38
(let’s practice)





Do in NB (lets observe )
pg. 24
Do in TB pg. 19 A bit ( lets
practice) and read aloud
let’s recall
Write and learn in NB B bit
from TB pg. 20 (answer
the following)
Write and learn in NB
from TB pg. 20 ( let’s
observe)

ENG. CURSIVE WRITING
 Do in cursive book
pg.31,32
 Do in cursive book
pg.33,34
 Do in cursive book
pg.35,36

 Do in cursive book
pg.37,38
 Do in cursive book pg.
39,40
 Do in cursive book
pg.41,42

 Do in cursive book
pg.43,44
 Do in cursive book
pg.45,46
 Do in cursive book
pg.47,48

 Do in cursive book
pg.49,50
 Do in cursive book
pg.51,52
 Do in cursive book
pg.53,54

ART
CREATIVE PLANET
 pg. 6 & 13

CREATIVE PLANET


Pg. 15 & 16

CREATIVE PLANET


Pg. 17 & 34

CREATIVE PLANET

 Pg. 40 & 44

WORKSHEET [ENGLISH]

Q.1 Circle the proper noun/ special noun and underline the common noun in the sentences. (Refer pg. 17 TB)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Molly climbed to the top of the Mount Everest last year .
Do you know which month comes after April?
We learnt that the Nile is the longest river in the world.
I have a cat named Tom.
Rahul loves to play with his brother.

Q.2 Write the opposite (gender) for the following words given (Refer pg. 19 TB)
a) Brother
b) Gentleman
c) Bride
d) Gander
e) Bull
f) Niece
g) Uncle
h) Lioness
Q. 3 Rewrite these sentences using capital letters. . (Refer pg. 20 TB)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

my water bottle is very colourful.
amira watches the duck swim.
are you going to charlie’s birthday party.
i bought a new toy car.
sunday is a holiday.

